AbstractÐThe transient analysis of large continuous time Markov reliability models of repairable fault-tolerant systems is computationally expensive due to model stiffness. In this paper, we develop and analyze a method to compute bounds for a measure defined on a particular, but quite wide, class of continuous time Markov models, encompassing both exact and bounding continuous time Markov reliability models of fault-tolerant systems. The method is numerically stable and computes the bounds with wellcontrolled and specifiable-in-advance error. Computational effort can be traded off with bounds accuracy. For a class of continuous time Markov models, class g HH , including typical failure/repair reliability models with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components, the method can yield reasonably tight bounds at a very small computational cost. The method builds upon a recently proposed numerical method for the transient analysis of continuous time Markov models called regenerative randomization.
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INTRODUCTION
I NCREASING demand for system dependability has created great interest in fault-tolerant systems. In many applications, e.g., critical applications, an appropriate measure to quantify a system's dependability is the reliability, defined as the probability that the system has not failed by time t, or, alternatively, the complementary unreliability measure, urt, defined as the probability that the system has failed by time t. Homogeneous continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) models are commonly used to predict the unreliability of fault-tolerant systems, particularly when the system is repairable. Computation of the unreliability then requires the transient analysis of the CTMC model. Available numerical methods to perform that transient analysis include ODE (ordinary differential equation) solvers and randomization (also called uniformization) [12] , [13] , [19] . The randomization method is attractive because it is numerically stable and the computation error is well controlled and can be specified in advance. However, the performance of randomization is seriously affected by model stiffness. For CTMC models, a practical measure of stiffness is Ãt [19] , where Ã is the maximum output rate of the model. For large Ãt, randomization requires a number of steps % Ãt and will be highly inefficient if the model is large.
CTMC reliability models of repairable fault-tolerant systems tend to be very stiff when the mission time of interest is large. To illustrate the point, Fig. 1 shows a small CTMC reliability model X fXtY t ! Hg of a repairable fault-tolerant system using the pair-and-spare technique [9] in which active modules have failure rate w , the spare module does not fail, the failure of an active module is ªsoftº with probability S w and ªhardº with probability I À S w , and, whether soft or hard, the failure of an active module is covered with probability C w . Modules in soft failure are independently recovered at rate and modules in hard failure are repaired by a single repairman at rate r . The unreliability of the system is urt P Xt f. For the model, Ã P w % IPH h ÀI and, for a mission time t I yer V; UTH h, Ãt % I; HSI; PHH.
Several variants of the (standard) randomization method have been proposed to improve its efficiency: selective randomization [14] , [15] , multistepping [19, Section 3.1.2], adaptive uniformization [16] , adaptive/standard uniformization [17] , uniformization with steady-state detection [12] , [21] , and regenerative randomization [5] , [6] . For large CTMC reliability models of repairable fault-tolerant systems and long mission times, regenerative randomization seems to be the best of them. The method has the same good properties as the standard randomization method (numerical stability, well-controlled computation error, and ability to specify the computation error in advance) and can be much faster than standard randomization.
The regenerative randomization method covers CTMC models X fXtY t ! Hg with state space S ff I ; f P ; F F F ; f A g; jSj ! P; A ! H; where f i are absorbing states and either 1) all states in S are transient or 2) S has a single trapping component 1 and the chosen regenerative state r P S belongs to that component, and all states are reachable from some state with nonnull initial probability. It is also assumed that X has some transition rate from r to S H À frg, although that condition can be easily circumvented in practice [5] . The generic measure considered in [5] is mt X A iI r f i P Xt f i ;
A ! I, where r fi are different reward rates ! H (in [6] , more general measures are considered and A ! H is allowed). Those models with A ! I and the generic measure mt cover both exact and bounding CTMC reliability models of fault-tolerant systems (bounding models are useful when an exact model would have an unmanageable size). In an exact reliability model, A would be equal to 1, S would include all operational states, entry in f I would represent the failure of the system, r fI would be equal to 1, the initial probability of f I would be equal to the probability of the system being initially failed, and mt would be the unreliability urt (an example of such an exact reliability model is the model given in Fig. 1 with S fI; P; Q; R; S; Tg and f I f). In a lower bounding reliability model, A would be equal to 2, S would be a proper subset of the set of operational states, entry in f I would represent the failure of the system from a state in S, entry in f P would represent entry in an operational state outside S, r f I would be equal to 1, r f P would be equal to 0, the initial probability of f I would be equal to the probability of the system being initially failed, the initial probability of f P would be the probability of the system being initially in an operational state outside S, and mt would be a lower bound for urt. Finally, in an upper bounding reliability model, A would be equal to 1, S would be a proper subset of the set of operational states, entry in f I would represent exit from S, r fI would be equal to 1, the initial probability of f I would be the probability of the system being initially either failed or in an operational state outside S, and mt would be an upper bound for urt. The regenerative randomization method requires the selection of a regenerative state r P S.
The performance of the method depends on that selection.
In this paper, we consider CTMC models with the same structure and properties as the models considered in regenerative randomization with A ! I and develop a method called bounding regenerative randomization to obtain bounds for the generic measure mt. The method yields a lower bound for mt, an upper bound for mt, or both. The lower bound is obtained by solving, by regenerative randomization, a lower bounding CTMC, X l . The upper bound is obtained by solving, by regenerative randomization, an upper bounding CTMC, X u . Both X l and X u are obtained from X by scaling some of its transition rates. The method has the same good properties as standard randomization.
Although not restricted to them, the bounding regenerative randomization method is intended to be used for a class of models g HH . Let i;j denote the transition rate of X from state i to state j, i T j, let i P jPÀfig i;j denote the output rate from state i, and let i;B P jPB i;j , B & À fig. Class g HH includes the models X with the properties assumed in the regenerative randomization method with A ! I for which there exists a partition S H S I Á Á Á S NC for S satisfying the following three properties:
P3. o min iPSÀfog i . The class covers failure/repair reliability models with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components when failure rates are significantly smaller than repair rates (the typical case), such as the model given in Fig. 1 . For those models, a partition for which properties P1, P2, and P3 are satisfied is S k {states in S with k failed components}. The class also covers failure/repair reliability models with exponential failure time distributions, repair times with acyclic phasetype distributions [18] (which can be used to fit distributions of nonexponential positive random variables [3] ), and repair in every state with failed components, provided that the transition rates of the transient CTMCs defining the phase-type distributions are sufficiently large compared with failure rates. For those models, the proposed method can be extremely efficient and, yet, provide quite tight bounds. Tighter bounds can be obtained at the cost of increased computational effort.
An approach to deal with stiffness is the aggregation technique proposed in [2] . For class g HH models, that technique could be used to aggregate the states in S À fog, yielding an aggregated CTMC model with a transient state and A absorbing states with symbolic solution. The aggregation would be done by replacing each state in S À fog by a switch and is equivalent to scale the transition rates i;j , i P S À fog with i 3 I, keeping the relative values of the transition rates from a given state. The aggregated model would give an upper bound for the measure mt looser than the upper bounds that are computed by the bounding regenerative randomization method proposed in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief review of both the standard randomization and the regenerative randomization methods (the latter particularized to the computation of the measure mt), including algorithmic descriptions for both methods. Section 3 describes the proposed bounding regenerative randomization method, proves that it yields bounds for the measure mt, and gives theoretical results assessing the efficiency of the method for class g HH models. Section 4 analyzes the performance of the bounding regenerative randomization method using a large reliability model belonging to class g HH and compares the computational cost of the method with that of regenerative randomization and standard randomization. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
REVIEW OF STANDARD AND REGENERATIVE RANDOMIZATION
The review of the standard randomization method will be made for arbitrary rewarded CTMC models X fXtY t ! Hg with finite state space and for the expected transient reward rate measure
where r i ! H, i P is the reward rate associated with state i. The quantity r i has the meaning of ªrateº at which reward is earned while X is in state i. The measure mt is a particular case of ET RRt. The standard randomization method is based on the following result (see, for instance, [10, Theorem 4.19] ). Consider any Ã ! mx iP i and define the homogeneous discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) X f X k Y k H; I; P; F F Fg with same state space and initial probability distribution as X and transition probabilities P i;j i;j =Ã, i T j, P i;i I À i =Ã. The DTMC X is called the randomized DTMC of X with randomization rate Ã. The CTMC X is said to be the derandomized CTMC of X with randomization rate Ã. Let Q fQtY t ! Hg be a Poisson process with arrival rate Ã independent of X (P Qt k e ÀÃt Ãt k =k3). Then, X fXtY t ! Hg is probabilistically identical to f X Qt Y t ! Hg. That result allows expressing ET RRt in terms of the transient regime of X as:
with dk P iP r i P X k i. Let P XH i iP be the initial probability row vector of X and let qk P X k i iP be the probability row vector of X at step k. We have qH . From qH, qk, k > H can be obtained using qk I qkP, where P P i;j i;jP is the transition probability matrix of X. An approximate value for ET RRt, ET RR a N t, can be obtained by truncating series (1):
Using dk r mx mx iP r i , the truncation error can be upper bounded as
Then, " being the allowed error for the computation of ET RRt, in the standard randomization method N is chosen as
and ET RRt is approximated with error " by the ET RR a N t given by (2) . The computational cost of standard randomization is essentially the cost of performing the N vector-matrix multiplications qk I qkP, k H; I; F F F ; N À I. Qt has, for Ãt 3 I, an asymptotic normal distribution with mean and variance Ãt [20] , and, for large Ãt and " ( I, the required N is % Ãt, making standard randomization computationally very expensive if both X and Ãt are large. Since the performance of standard randomization degrades as Ã increases, Ã is usually taken equal to mx iP i . An algorithmic description of the standard randomization method is given in Fig. 2 . The algorithm has as inputs the CTMC X, the reward rates r i , i P , the initial probability row vector , the allowed error ", the number of time points n at which ET RRt has to be computed, and the time points t I ; t P ; F F F ; t n . The algorithm has as outputs the computed values of ET RRt,
The truncation error bound given by (3) increases with t and, therefore, that error is controlled for t mx mxft I ; t P ; F F F ; t n g:
We review next the regenerative randomization method for the CTMC models X considered in this paper and the measure mt. Let S H S À frg and let i P XH i, i P . We will use the notation B P iPB i . In the method, the behavior of X from S H up to state r or a state f i and from r until the next hit of r or a state f i is approximately characterized by a truncated transformed model from which an approximate value with bounded error for mt can be computed and that approximate value is computed solving the truncated transformed model by the standard randomization method. To build the truncated transformed model, two DTMCs, Z and Z H [5] , obtained from the randomized DTMC X of X with rate Ã and a version X H of X in which the initial probability distribution is concentrated in state r, have to be stepped in general. The randomization rate Ã is taken slightly larger than mx iPS i (i.e., Ã I mx iPS i , being a small value, say IH ÀR ).
This simplifies considerably the description and implementation of the method and has negligible impact on its performance. The transition probability matrix of X will be denoted as before by P P i;j i;jP . The DTMC Z fZ k Y k H; I; P; F F Fg follows X from r till reentry in r. Z has state space S ff I ; f P ; F F F ; f A ; ag, where f i and a are absorbing states and all states in S are transient, initial state r, and its (possibly nonnull) transition probabilities are:
P Z kI a j Z k i P i;r ; i P S; 
H H a r , and its (possibly nonnull) transition probabilities are:
H k a I; I i A:
and consider the row vectors k i k iPS and H k H i k iPS H . Let P Z be the transition probability matrix of Z restricted to S and let P Z H be the transition probability matrix of Z H restricted to S H . From H, k, k > H can be obtained
where P i;S H P jPS H P i;j (ak and, if S H > H, a H k are guaranteed to be > H (see [5] )). Then, for the case S H > H, the truncated transformed model is the CTMC V K;L fV K;L tY t ! Hg with state space
and the state transition diagram illustrated in Fig. 3 for A I. For the case S H H, the truncated transformed model is the CTMC V K fV K tY t ! Hg with initial prob- 
R where r mx mx I i A r fi . For the case S H H, the approximate value for mt given by V K is:
and we have
The model truncation error bounds given by (4) and (5) decrease for increasing K and L and can be made arbritrarily small by choosing large enough values for K and L. In regenerative randomization, " being the allowed error for the computation of mt, suitable truncation parameters K, L are chosen so that the model truncation error bounds are smaller than "=P and, then, an approximate value for mt is obtained by computing An algorithmic description of the regenerative randomization method is given in Fig. 4 , where I c denotes the indicator function returning the value 1 if condition c is satisfied and the value 0 otherwise. The algorithm has as inputs the CTMC X, the number A of absorbing states f i , the reward rates r fI ; r fP ; F F F ; r f A , an initial probability distribution vector i iP with S > H, the regenerative state r, the allowed error ", the number of time points n at which mt has to be computed, and the time points t I ; t P ; F F F ; t n . The algorithm has as outputs the computed values of mt, e mt I ; e mt P ; F F F ; e mt n . Since the model truncation error bounds increase with t, they are controlled for t mx mxft I ; t P ; F F F ; t n g. For the case S H > H, the "=P allocated for the model truncation error bound is divided equally between its two contributions. The truncation error bound associated with the solution of the truncated transformed model by standard randomization also increases with t and that error is controlled for t mx . The method requires stepping the randomized DTMC Fig. 5 several alternatives have been proposed [4] , [8] , [11] , [17] . The method described in [11, pp. 1028±1029 ] (see also [1] ) has good numerical stability and is the one we follow in our implementations. The regenerative randomization method involves the computation of
for increasing values of m (the standard randomization method also requires the computation of Sm for increasing values of m). Our implementations use the algorithms described in [5] , which are numerically stable and efficient. The computational cost of regenerative randomization has two components: cost associated with the construction of the truncated transformed model and cost associated with the solution of the truncated transformed model by standard randomization. The first is roughly proportional to the number of steps on the DTMCs Z, Z H , K L if S H > H and K if S H H, with a cost per step which, for large X, will typically be slightly larger than the cost per step in standard randomization. The second component is roughly proportional to the truncation parameter N (approximately equal to the truncation parameter N of standard randomization) and to the size of the truncated transformed model. It is shown in [5] that the required K is OlogÃt=" and, if S H > H, the required L is OlogI=". That is called ªbenignº behavior and implies that, for large enough X and large enough Ãt, regenerative randomization will be significantly faster than standard randomization.
The performance of regenerative randomization depends, of course, on the selection of the regenerative state r. That selection should be made so that ak and a H k decrease as fast as possible and the required K and L are as small as possible. and
Proof. The model class g HH is a subset of the model class C considered in [5] . In [5] , it is considered the parameter R mx iPS i = min iPS H i . For class g HH models, it follows from Property P3 that, with selection r o, R R H and the result follows from Theorem 4 of [5] and the discussion following it.
t u Theorem 1 asserts that, for class g HH models, the performance of regenerative randomization with the natural selection r o should be mainly determined by the parameter R H : the larger R H , the more costly the method. In particular, for R H I, % H and H % H and the method should be very efficient. Those observations motivate the bounding regenerative randomization method.
THE BOUNDING REGENERATIVE RANDOMIZATION METHOD
The bounding regenerative randomization method obtains a lower bound for mt, an upper bound for mt, or both. The bounds are computed with an error upper bounded by a " given by the user. Depending on the nature of the CTMC model X, one or the other bound or both bounds could be of interest. Thus, if X is an exact reliability model, both bounds would be of interest to have an assessment of the error on urt. However, if an exact reliability model cannot be used because its size would be unmanageable, then we could use a lower bounding reliability model and an upper bounding reliability model and use bounding regenerative randomization to compute a lower bound for the lower bound for the unreliability given by the first model and an upper bound for the upper bound for the unreliability given by the second model: the exact unreliability would be bracketed by those values.
The bounding regenerative randomization method requires the selection of a regenerative state r P S and has an input parameter D controlling the accuracy of the bounds. Let min min iPS H i and mx mx iPS H i . The method assumes that the controlling parameter D is restricted by I D < mx = min . 3 To obtain the lower bound for mt, the method modifies the CTMC X to obtain a CTMC X l . The CTMC X l is obtained from X by scaling the transition rates from states in S H so that, calling l i the output rates of X l , 
That lower bound is obtained by solving X l by regenerative randomization with regenerative state r. To obtain the upper bound for mt, the method modifies the CTMC X to obtain a CTMC X u . The CTMC X u is obtained from X by scaling the transition rates from states in S H so that, calling 
That upper bound is obtained by solving X u by regenerative randomization with regenerative state r.
The particular case in which both bounds are to be computed, D I and min ! r allows a more efficient implementation of the bounding regenerative randomization method than that described in the previous paragraph. To justify that particular implementation, we will use the following result: 2. ck $ dk for k 3 I denotes lim k3I ck=dk I.
For class g
HH models with the selection r o, when mx min and no selection for D is possible, regenerative randomization should be very efficient because of Theorem 1 and the fact that R H I, obviating the need for the bounding regenerative randomization method. Lemma 1. For x > H, K ! H, and R > I,
Proof. See the Appendix. t u
For that particular case, denoting by superscripts l and u the terms referred to, respectively, X l and X u and the objects involved in their solution by regenerative randomization, and letting R HH mx = min > I (because D I and and, taking into account that
and, similarly, q 
by Lemma 1 with K m, x Ã l t mx and R R HH , implying computing the lower bounds m l t. An algorithmic description of the bounding regenerative randomization method, including the previously discussed particular implementation, is given in Fig. 6 . The algorithm has as inputs the CTMC X, the number A of absorbing states f i , the reward rates r f I ; r f P ; F F F ; r f A , an initial probability distribution vector i iP with S > H, parameters lb and ub indicating, respectively, whether the lower and upper bounds for mt are desired or not, the regenerative state r, the controlling parameter D, the allowed error ", the number of time points n at which m l t, m u t have to be computed, and the time points t I ; t P ; F F F ; t n . The algorithm has as outputs the computed values of m l t, e m l t I ; e m l t P ; F F F ; e m l t n and of m u t, e m u t I ; e m u t P ; F F F ; e m u t n . The algorithmic description makes reference to DTMCs V K;L ( S H > H) and V K ( S H H). Those DTMCs are the randomized DTMCs with randomization rate Ã l of the truncated transformed models of X l used in the solution of X l by regenerative randomization. For the case S H > H, V K;L has state space V K is the DTMC with initial probability distribution
The inequality comes from the fact that P I kmI e ÀÃt Ãt k =k3 is the probability that the number of arrivals in the interval H; t in a Poisson process with arrival rate Ã is ! m I, which is increasing with t, and, therefore, with Ã.
and state transition diagram identical to the state transition diagram of V K;L , but without states s H k . In the following, we prove the correctness of the method, i.e., m l t mt m u t. To that end, we consider the embedded DTMC of X, Å fÅ k Y k H; I; P; F F Fg: Å has same state space and initial probability distribution as X and transition probabilities i;j i;j = i , i P S, j P À fig,   i ;i H, i P S, f i ;f i I, I i A, f i ;j H, j T f i . The behavior of X can be described in terms of the DTMC Å by saying that the sequence of states visited by X is given by Å with sojourn times in each state i of X exponentially distributed with parameter i , independently on the path followed by Å. That interpretation is usually referred to as the ªstructureº of X [7, Section 8.3]. Since X l and X u have been obtained from X by scaling transition rates from S H , keeping unmodified the relative values of the transition rates from a given state, X l and X u have embedded DTMCs with same initial probability distributions and transition probabilities as Å. The proof is made in a sequence of a lemma, two propositions, and a theorem. U being a continuous random variable with differentiable distribution function, f U u and F U u will denote, respectively, the probability density function and distribution function of U.
Lemma 2. Let U I , U P , U H I , and U H P be independent continuous random variables with differentiable distribution functions. Assume
Proof. Using the hypotheses:
t u Proposition 1. Let U I ; U P ; F F F ; U n and U H I ; U H P ; F F F ; U H n be independent continuous random variables with differentiable distribution functions. Assume
Proof. By induction on n: The base case n I is trivial.
Assume that the result holds for n À I and let us prove the result for n. The random variables U I , P n iP U i , U H I and P n iP U H i are independent. By the induction hypothesis, F P n iP Ui u F P n iP U H i u. Then, using Lemma 2, we have
Proof. Let i be the set of paths of Å to absorption in f i . Each path p P i is a sequence x I p; x P p; F F F ; x Lp p with P Å H x I p > H, Lp > I, x i p P S, I i Lp À I and x Lp p f i , and has a probability
Let i denote an exponential random variable with parameter . Since
Àu , increasing with , we have
In addition, we have:
where all exponential variables are independent among them. Using Proposition 1, Then, it follows that the cost of bounding regenerative randomization for class g HH models with the selection r o should decrease as D decreases. In particular, for D I, the required K and L to solve X l and X u by regenerative randomization should be very small and the bounding regenerative method should be very efficient. If, in addition, both bounds are requested, property P3 implies r < min and the method will only step Z u and, if SÀfog > H, Z Hu .
ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
In this section, we analyze the performance of bounding regenerative randomization in terms of bounds tightness and computational efficiency and compare the latter with that of standard randomization and regenerative randomization using a large example belonging to class g HH .
The example is an exact reliability model of the faulttolerant system whose block diagram is given in Fig. 7 .
The system is made up of two processing subsystems, each including one processor P and two memories M, two sets of controllers with two controllers per set, and 10 sets of disks, each with four disks. Each set of controllers controls five sets of disks. The system is operational if at least one processor and one memory connected to it are operational, one controller of each set is operational, and three disks of each set are operational. Processors fail with rate IH ÀS h ÀI ; a processor failure is soft with probability H:V and hard with probability H:P. Memories fail with rate S Â IH ÀS h ÀI . Controllers fail with rate IH ÀS h ÀI . Disks fail with rates S Â IH ÀT h ÀI . A failure of a controller is uncovered and leads to system failure with probability H:HI. There is an unlimited number of repairmen which perform restarts of processors in soft failure with rate TH h ÀI . The other repair actions are performed by another repairman with first priority given to disks, next to controllers, next to processors in hard failure, and last to memories. Components with the same repair priority are chosen at random. The repair rates are r for processors in hard failure, w for memories, g for controllers, and h for disks. For the model parameters r , w , g , and h , we will consider the sets of values A and B given in Table 1 . The measure of interest is the unreliability at time t, urt, a particular case of the measure mt considered in this paper. The number of states and transitions of the corresponding CTMC X are IQI; HUQ and I; VUT; IQP, respectively. As initial probability distribution, we assume that the initial state of X is the state o in which no component is failed, which is taken as regenerative state r for both regenerative randomization and bounding regenerative randomization. For set A, R H % QHH, for set B, R H % I; SHH, and, therefore, set B stresses more strongly regenerative randomization than set A. All methods are run with " IH ÀIP and a single target time t. The bounding regenerative randomization method is run asking both the lower and the upper bound.
We first analyze bounding regenerative randomization with D I and compare it with regenerative randomization and standard randomization. Tables 2 and 3 give, for sets A and B, respectively, the bounds obtained by bounding regenerative randomization (BRR), the number of steps which have to be given to the DTMC Z u in that method, the number of steps to the DTMC Z under regenerative randomization (RR), and the number of steps to X under standard randomization (SR). Memory usage for all methods was about 70 MB. Figs. 8 and 9 give the corresponding CPU times, measured on a 167 MHz, 128 MB UltraSPARC1 workstation, except for standard randomization when t is large, for which the given CPU times were estimated from the number of steps required by the method. The bounds obtained by bounding regenerative randomization are quite tight and, as expected, are obtained with very few steps. Regarding the tightness, we want to note that, taking m l t m u t=P as estimate for the unreliability at time t, a relative error bound m u t À m l t=m l t m u t ranging from 1.76 percent for the smallest t to 0.112 percent for the largest t is achieved for set A and a relative error bound ranging from 8.89 percent for the smallest t to 0.571 percent for the largest t is achieved for set B. The tightness of the bounds increases with t and is higher for set A than for set B. The latter is because, for set B, min iPSÀfog i is significantly smaller (about five times smaller) than for set A, making the lower bound obtained from X l significantly less tight. Regenerative randomization requires a substantially larger number of steps which, as predicted, for large t, increases logarithmically with t. In accordance with theory, R H being larger for set B than for set A, the method requires more steps for set B than for set A. Also, the rule of thumb given in [5] that the K and L required by regenerative randomization is As a result of the high stiffness of the model, standard randomization is extremely expensive for large t. Since the performance of standard randomization is determined by mx iPS i t and mx iPS i is very similar for both model parameter value sets, the number of steps required by standard randomization is very similar for both model parameter value sets. Regarding CPU times, bounding regenerative randomization is very inexpensive and much faster than both regenerative randomization and standard randomization. For set A, the CPU time under bounding regenerative randomization goes from U:WTI s to IQS:H s, whereas the CPU time under regenerative randomization goes from UT:VT s to IU; HPV s (about 5 h) and the CPU time under standard randomization goes from UV:II s to I:WTQ Â IH T s (about 23 days), making bounding regenerative randomization 126 times faster than regenerative randomization and 14,541 times faster than standard randomization for the largest t. For set B, the CPU time under bounding regenerative randomization goes from W:QPS s to IQV:U s, whereas the CPU time under regenerative randomization goes from UU:IT s to IHW; HIW s (about 30 h) and the CPU time under standard randomization goes from UU:IR s to I:VVP Â IH T s (about 22 days), making bounding regenerative randomization 786 times faster than regenerative randomization and 13,569 times faster than standard randomization for the largest t. For large t, standard randomization is extremely expensive and regenerative randomization is very costly, whereas the bounding regenerative randomization is very fast. In spite of involving fewer steps, regenerative randomization has cost similar to or slightly larger than standard randomiza- tion for small and medium t. This is because the steps in regenerative randomization tend to be slightly more costly than the steps in standard randomization. For large t, the benign behavior of regenerative randomization enters into play and regenerative randomization is significantly less costly than standard randomization. The fast increase rate of the CPU times of both bounding regenerative randomization and regenerative randomization for large t is due to the fact that the cost of solving the truncated transformed models by standard randomization is linear in both the size of the truncated transformed model (which increases logarithmically with t) and t and that cost is important for large t.
Finally, we explore the trade-off in the bounding regenerative randomization method between bounds tightness and computational cost, which is controlled by the parameter D. Table 4 gives the relative error bound m u t À m l t=m l t m u t and the required number of steps to Z u and CPU time as a function of D for t IH; HHH h and both model parameter value sets. As D increases, the bounds become tighter, but the computational effort increases considerably and can be even larger than the cost of regenerative randomization (8,518 s for set A and 46,581 s for set B).
CONCLUSIONS
Taking as the starting point the regenerative randomization method, we have developed a method called bounding regenerative randomization to compute bounds for a measure defined on CTMC models with a structure encompassing both exact and bounding reliability CTMC models of fault-tolerant systems. The method is numerically stable and computes the bounds with well-controlled and specifiablein-advance error. Computational effort can be traded off with bounds accuracy. For a class of CTMC models, class g HH , including typical failure/repair models with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components, the method can yield reasonably tight bounds at a very small computational cost, allowing an approximate analysis with error bounds of very large CTMC models of that class in affordable CPU times. 
implying f y I r > f y I for x y xR, I < I r R and r q. The result asserted by the lemma can be proven from the fact that f y I r > f y I for x y xR, I < I r R and r q as follows: Let N be the minimum integer n > H with I q n ! R. We can write R I q NÀI I r with r q,
